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Real life: Higher education leadership environment
and how HEIs respond

•VUCA environment

•Volatile

•Uncertain

•Complex

•Ambiguous

(Butler 2020; Davis & Graham 
2018)

•HEIs tend to respond by re-
designing the organisation, 
financial and resource
management and work
(formal status and power
relationships) rather than
developing leadership

•A direct effect on mid-level
leaders and academics
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“few universities and colleges have systematic training for 
their academic leaders, and of the more than 2,000 academic 
leaders [they] have surveyed, only 3 percent have department 
chair development programs in their universities.” (Walter H. 
Gmelch and Val D. Miskin Chairing an Academic Department )
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https://www.amazon.com/Chairing-Academic-Department-Walter-Gmelch/dp/1891859528


’A surprise turn’: moving into HE leadership career

•Career pathways (move in career ladders) are often not planned
’Suddenly I noticed that I’m applying the post of head of unit’ (KOHA 
alumni)

• Lack prior leadership training when beginning the first leadership
post (Butler 2020; Davis & Graham 2018; Johnson 2002; Morris & 
Laipple 2015)
•Available training often short-term

•Senior posts male-dominated (globally)
• Less than 20% female at top-level universities
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Preparedness for leadership work

What mid-level leaders think they
need to know? 

• CBC top 3: 

• Communication and dealing with
conflicts

• Budget issues

• Cultural issues

• Balancing between responsibilities

• Role clarification

(Wolverton, Ackerman, Holt 2005, also
Butler 2020)

What is it: Mid-level leadership work

• Increasingly managerial tasks

• Hybrid roles as manager-leader

• Position between top and bottom
(liminal space)

• Collegial values

• Dealing with unit-level and individual
issues

• Accessible at all times

(Davis & Graham 2018)
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How mid-level leaders do it? Strategies used to develop one’s
leadership skills (Morris & Laipple 2015)
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Leadership training matters (Morris & Laipple 2015)

•Mid-level leaders who had taken courses in 
•human resources/leadership or 

• industrial-organizational psychology or 

•business administration 

reported feeling more prepared for their new role than those 
without training

Research universities, U.S.
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KOHA: Study Programme in Administration and Management 
of Higher Education 40-50 ECTS, TAU

•Why Finnish KOHA-alumni students

attended KOHA-programme ?
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KOHA-alumni students: Main reasons to study in the
programme

•Theoretical understanding: Unique institutional context of 
HEIs
•Theoretical understanding: One’s piece of work as part of 
the wider spectrum of functions and governance of HEIs
•Professional development: Opportunities for changing
experiences and learning from others
•Professional networking: Opportunities for debate, 
dialogue and reflections
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Group discussion (7 minutes)

•What you as a leader or as a future leader
would like to do to improve leadership
preparedness?
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THANK YOU!

vuokko.kohtamaki@tuni.fi

Twitter vkohtamaki


